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, Instruction To Candidate:

- Beforeyou begin, please ensure that this examination paper contains a total ofTWO [2] pages.

.j Answer TWO [2] questions. euestion 1 is compulsory.

- Each question carries 100 marks.
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According to Everett M. Rogers and J. Douglas Storeys (1987)'.the

oUlectivel and effects of a c-ampaign can be conceptualised based. on

three dimensions: (1) the level of objective, (2) the locus of the behaviour

change that is rorght, and (3) the locus of the benefit derived from the

outcomes.

Discuss these three dimensions by taking into consideration the campaign

that you are embarking on.

Communication scholars have their own definitions of communication

campaign. choose one definition given by any of the scholars that have

been diicussed in this course. Discuss the elements of campaign based

on the definition chosen.

Newsom et al (2000) state that the aspects of educational, engineering,

enforcement, entitlemenf and evaluation are the five elements that often

exist in a successful campaign. Discuss these elements by providing

relevant examples. (Do not use the examples given in the reading).

Answer FIVE (5) of the questions below:

i. Explain what is strategic Extension campaign and its ten

operational Phases.

ii. Pfau dan Parrot (1993) listed (4) important elements in I
implementing a campaign. Explain these four elements and t
provide relevant examPles.

iii. Explain the rneaning of 'concept', 'conceptualisation' and
'operationalisation' in the context of research.

iv. what are 'simple random sampling" 'systematic sampling' and
'multi-stage sampling'? Provide relevant examples.

v. What is CTTAP (Critical Information and Technology Acquisition
Package) and what are its importance to a l(AP research?

vi. What is Key Informant lnteruiew (Kll) and why is it used in

research?
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